How do you mark your lines?

How do you mark your foul lines and batters box for baseball and/or softball? Do you use limestone, aerosol paint, bucket paint or something else? What equipment do you use to put it down?

JIM WIGGINS,
Tomball (TX) School District

First we nail drag and then smooth the dirt areas. We water dirt zones if needed and proceed with stringing out the baseline and using the hitters box templates (see photo). The final step is using Beacon Pro Chalker with the 2-inch or 4-inch line option. We prefer the 2-inch lines as they use far less chalk and have less build up and residue. Upon completion of markings we will sometimes give field a light watering to hold markings if windy or dry that day. The foul lines are painted using our Graco FieldLazer, from the back edge of our infield dirt to the fences on the grass areas of the field. These lines are 4 inches wide and painted usually every 2 weeks. We chalk the dirt areas every game, which translates to at least two times a week, sometimes three.

We use Diamond Pro field marking chalk, Pioneer Bright Stripe bucket paint, and sometimes Pioneer Max aerosol if field is wet from rain for quick results and set up.

Equipment: Beacon Pro Chalker, Graco FieldLazer, Pioneer Max Aerosol paint buggy, Tomark Batters box templates.

JOSHUA KOSS,
San Diego Jewish Academy

- We pull our lines tight while the bases are in.
- After our lines are lined up correctly and secured tight, we remove the bases and brush back the calcined clay along the line with a broom (at least 4 inches).
- After it is completely clean of calcined clay and debris, we water it down with a watering can. After the water percolates into the dirt, we paint the line twice.

CRAIG SCHLENDER,
Mary Rountree Evans Field,
Baraboo, WI

We use a chalk type line for our lines and batters boxes on the infield mix and the foul lines and coaches boxes are painted. For the infield mix lines we use Sparkle #6 this gives us a nice bright white line that stays put very well. During tournaments when we have many games in one day we will spray the lines lightly when watering the infield and this will set the line so it will last more than one game in many cases and only touchup is necessary for the next game.

We use World Class and Pioneer paints to do the lines on the grass.

We use a Stream Liner applicator to apply the chalk and normally a 2 inch line for the infield mix lines.

We will do a 4-inch line for high profile games; the Stream Liner applicator gives us that option.

Our painted lines on the grass are done weekly with a CO2 bulk mixed paint sprayer that we use on all of the fields in the system. During the heavy grass growing season we will touchup the lines as needed with aerosol cans.

During real heavy use periods during the high growth times we may take a push mower and mow the foul lines a bit shorter before spraying the lines to get a longer lasting line. We have also used a growth retardant mixed in with the paint but you have to be very careful when applying this not to overdo it. This can happen when you have to redo a line or an equipment problem happens.

ERIC BLANTON,
Reno Aces

We mark our foul lines via string line and batters boxes via stencil.

We use aerosol paint.

We use an aerosol paint striper.

RON HOSTICK,
San Diego State

Baseball lines: aerosol with a 4-wheel painter, box only; gypsum with a 2-wheel chalker.

Softball we use all aerosol with the 4-wheel painter.

BART PRATHER,
Mississippi State

We chalk everything in the dirt areas and paint all grassed areas.

We use limestone chalk on dirt and concentrate paint (mixed one to one ratio) on grass.

Walk behind chalker and FieldLazer for painting.

ERIC HANSEN,
Los Angeles Dodgers

Our outfield foul lines are painted by hand with a 4-inch roller. Our baselines and boxes are painted pregame with white aerosol paint using a paint striping machine. The thin lines of our box are created by turning the aerosol can sideways.

We use aerosol on the dirt, bucket paint in certain circumstances, but very rarely. Time is of the essence. It’s much quicker to paint the lines with aerosol than to mix up some paint for such minimal painting.

Equipment: We use a 2-can aerosol striper. If the lines do not get painted straight, we will use a stencil and stencil it out by hand. Time does not allow for us to stencil, so very rarely do the lines not get painted straight. Depending on turf conditions, we will use our airless sprayer with a stencil to paint the lines in the grass. But like I said, it is time consuming to mix up a bucket of paint for such minimal painting.

How do you mark your foul lines and batters box for baseball and/or softball? Do you use limestone, aerosol paint, bucket paint or something else? What equipment do you use to put it down?
I still like using chalk over paint because I think it stands out better than paint and I don’t mind picking it up after games.

— Josh Klute

JOSH KLUTE, Haymarket Park, Lincoln, NE
I mark my lines with plus 5 chalk while using a string line with pre-measured anchors in the ground for the string to set in. I use gravity drop boxes for my batters and catcher’s boxes, but for the baselines I use a walk behind chalker. I still like using chalk over paint because I think it stands out better than paint and I don’t mind picking it up after games.

PETER THIBEAULT, CSFM, Noble & Greenough School, Dedham, MA
To mark out the fair/foul lines we use a spool with cable that we can pull very tight. The best part on using this is the cable lies really flat in the turf and skin. For the batter boxes we made templates out of 1 x 3 stock and use a nail to trace then paint as well. The paint tends to hold up well even when we have to re-apply water.

We started about 4 years ago using aerosol to mark the skins. I could never get the chalk to come out real smooth and always seemed messy.

Doing this early in the morning when moisture tends to be highest is easiest for us. Painting instead of chalking requires careful moisture management in the skin to work best.

We use Max aerosol field marking paint with a max aerosol stripper. Both are Pioneer Athletics models and the cool thing is that they offer an aerosol chalk now so one machine can do both.

I’m not trying to promote any vendor but we have tried a few and Pioneer tends to offer great service for us.

MONTY SOWELL, Northwest Arkansas Naturals
We paint all our lines using World Class Athletic bucket paint. We use a Model 120 Trueline Stripper made by Turfco Manufacturing to paint with. It is undoubtedly one of the greatest pieces of equipment we own.

GRANT SPEAR, CSFM, UNLV Athletics
We paint baseball and softball lines using a combination of aerosol and bucket paint. We run string along the lines and paint with a sprayer before the start of home stands then remark the lines in the dirt during pregame with the aerosol paint.

VIPOL® Matrix

Professionals prefer VIPOL Matrix to protect their natural turf fields.
- Cleats and spikes cannot penetrate.
- Fluids drain through; do not absorb.
- Lighter, easy to handle. UV treated.
- Air and sunlight can get to grass.
- Easy to clean. Dries quickly.
- Chroma-Bond® Imprinting optional.

20 VIPOL Colors Always in Stock

Chroma-Bond® IMPRINTING
Our exclusive double coating process is much more durable than digital printing, and images do not scuff off or prematurely fade due to sun and weathering.
VIPOL Matrix protectors have been used since 2005 by NFL and NCAA teams.

“THANK YOU” to the 80% of NFL and NCAA-DI teams with natural grass fields that use our VIPOL products.
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